You dirty Rat!
Class One Concerts and Players attempt hostile take over of C.L.U.B. meeting

by Joan Petrocelli

Members of Class One Concerts and Players attempted to obtain additional funding through a hostile takeover of Monday night's College Life Union Board (C.L.U.B.) meeting.

C.L.U.B.'s Secretary Melissa Stelmasik said fellow C.L.U.B. members were "totally unaware of what was going to happen" when members of Players and Class One Concerts came to C.L.U.B.'s Monday night meeting and joined as general members. The new members, who made up the majority of C.L.U.B., were automatically given voting privileges through a loophole in the C.L.U.B. constitution. They proceeded to pass a proposal to appropriate $25,000 according to S.G.A. President Paul Gamboi.

"Class One Concerts said if C.L.U.B. members didn't agree with the decision, they wouldn't fight it," said Gamboi.

Caskey continued to explain that she genuinely wanted to be a member of C.L.U.B. and thought that Players and C.L.U.B. could establish a compromise between them. The compromise would be that C.L.U.B. would help Players contribute their time and energy to C.L.U.B. events.

"We never expected it to blow up like this," said Caskey.

In addition, Rock said, "Class One Concerts said if C.L.U.B. members saw the decision, they wouldn't fight it."

Class One Concerts president Paul Gamboi was unavailable for comment.

"The reason this whole incident happened was because C.L.U.B.'s constitution needs a lot of work. It's Swiss cheese."

The Montclarion is published weekly, except during examination, summer and winter sessions. It is funded, in part, by student fees distribution through the Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State. The views expressed in the commentary section, with the exception of the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Montclarion. The Montclarion's layout designed by Kevin Colligan.
Blanton resident arrested for assault Sunday
by Bonnie Dexter Greenspan

A party held at Blanton Hall over the weekend ended in a fight between two residents, resulting in stitches for one student and assault charges against the other. The incident occurred during the early morning hours on Sunday.

The assailant, Matthew Devlin, was arraigned in Little Falls Municipal Court, and is due to appear on charges of aggravated assault in Passaic County Superior Court at 9 a.m. on March 2, according to Andrea Trambino of Little Falls Municipal Court.

The charges were filed by Edmund Dillon on February 16. The students reportedly knew each other before the party, and are both residents of Blanton Hall. Further details of the altercation were not available at press time.

Devlin was wearing a ring when he struck Dillon on the face. The ring removed a large piece of skin from Dillon's nose resulting in stitches, Dillon said.

According to Dillon, on Tuesday he had to receive plastic surgery to repair his nose. Skin was removed from behind Dillon's ear leaving a "scar that Dillon is not happy about."

"I've missed too much school because of this incident," Dillon will return to the doctors on Monday to see if the surgery is successful. "My doctor said that when I return on Monday and the if skin has turned black, the procedure will have to be repeated."

Devlin was not available for comment.

State fire and health agencies shut down Rat for second time
by Sean Daily

The Rathskellar which has been closed since the beginning of the semester reopened on Monday, February 14 only to be closed at two o'clock that day due to health and safety violations.

The remodelled Rathskellar (Rat) recently had a new exhaust stack put in through the Student Center cafeteria. State Fire Inspector Tony Barzelotta objected to the fact that the stack was not wrapped in insulation. To repair the stack, suspended ceiling tiles in the Rathskellar kitchen were removed, leaving a hole.

Over the weekend of Feb. 13, Essex County Health Inspector Michael Sesta inspected the kitchen and objected to the hole left by the removal of the ceiling tiles, because the hole might let debris and dust to fall on the food. In order to meet his objections and still serve pizza on Monday the 14th, a plastic tarp was placed over the hole to cover it.

However, on Monday, State Building Inspector Dan Speranza ordered the Rathskellar to close at 2 p.m. Speranza objected that the plastic tarp over the hole in the suspended ceiling did not conform to the fire code, and that a fire wall for the new exhaust stack was not completed. On Thursday, a new material was placed over the hole in the suspended ceiling.

According to Acting Student Center Director Constance D. Ford, the reason a new exhaust stack is needed for the Rathskellar in the first place is because new codes will not allow the pizza ovens to share the same ventilation system with the deep fryers and grill. The fryers and grill are for the expanded menu, which will include hamburgers, buffalo wings, french fries and onion rings.

"We still have to do some construction to provide a full service menu," she said, adding that this construction will only be to the new exhaust stack.

English major receives new guidelines
by Ilyas Oksas

The English Department has proposed a change in curriculum which will come into effect in Fall '94 for all English majors. In contrast to the old curriculum, which consisted of a rigid list of required courses, the new curriculum consists of only one required course (three credits) and 33 credits of English Department courses numbered 200 or above. These courses must be chosen to meet a broad set of guidelines.

The required course The Pursuits of English (ENGL 200) is a new and innovative course in which the first few weeks will consist of different faculty members expressing different views on several topics allowing students to get acquainted with different teaching styles, methodology, and also to see controversy. The class will consist of a lecture period and a discussion period. During the discussion, students get to make their own presentations. According to a faculty member from the English Department "We are trying to create in the students the attitude that they are active participants rather than passive receptacles for someone else's knowledge."

The broad guidelines are designed to allow students to plan flexible programs to meet their own interests and needs. Each semester before registration the department will make available to majors a booklet listing of all courses offered in the next semester and the guideline that each will satisfy. In addition, the booklet will contain course descriptions, reading/screening lists, writing requirements, supplemental reading lists, and other materials.

Students are encouraged to meet frequently with advisors to best suit their interests while meeting the criteria within the guidelines.

The new program is hoped to expose majors to a diverse array of works from different English cultures. English from the working class, as well as minorities to be included.
Little Falls requests Greek letters removed from Trestle

by Sheila Patnode

The Greek letters which decorate the Railroad trestle on Clove Road, will be removed as per a request by the Great Notch Association, Little Falls civil service organization. The property which the trestle is located on does not belong to MSC. The Association claims that the brownstone which the trestle is made of, gives the bridge the potential to be registered as a national historical place.

The bridge, which according to a Phi Alpha Psi (Senate) alumnus was first painted around 1986, will have to be sandblasted to restore it to its original condition. The bridge was built sometime in the 19th century but the exact year has not yet been determined.

They should've said something when letters first started going up...

Dr. Desiderioscioli, Acting Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life said that it remains to be seen who will cover the cost of the sandblasting. "It doesn't belong to the college and so we should take the responsibility for the removal of the paint," she said. She is planning on working with Rich Adams, President of Greek Council. Adams took a list of all the organizations on the wall and will form a committee which will be in charge of researching practical options for the paint removal sometime next week.

President of Great Notch Association, Lee Brooks, said, "Our organization has a history of involvement with Montclair State College. We hate to see the property of Little Falls defaced."

According to Brooks, the state once wanted to use the quarry as a landfill and the Great Notch Association got a bill passed through the New Jersey State Senate to prohibit garbage dumping on state funded educational institutions.

JoAnne Koracki, president of Sigma Delta Phi Sorority, said, "They should've said something when letters first started going up rather than waiting until the entire bridge is covered."

Montclarion advisor resigns

by Brian Falzarano

In a letter received by the editorial board of the Montclarion, Prof. Ron Hollander resigned as advisor of the paper, citing reasons such as "the paper becoming a vehicle for personal vendetta."

Since being hired by MSC five years ago, Hollander has also served as coordinator of the Journalism Program.

When reached at home he expressed "sadness and relief" over transpired events.

"For the longest time I was extraordinarily proud of being associated with the Montclarion," said Hollander.

"The Montclarion has to do a better job of unearthing the news and has to stop being a personal vehicle."

"If I were a reporter on a paper doing what the Montclarion is doing, I would resign and if that kind of journalism were practiced in our Journalism Program, that student would flunk."

Editor in Chief of the Montclarion, George Calle said, "His decision neither surprises me nor does it change the way things were before he made it (his resignation) was official.

"His heart hasn't been in it for over a year and a half. While I'm disappointed that he chose to quit because of personal problems, I am glad that it opens the door for us to get another advisor who can help us," said Calle.

In place of his duties as advisor, the former reporter for such papers as the New York Post and Bergen Record, he will be per diem news writer for CBS Morning News. Also he will be doing work on the American Press' reporting of the Holocaust.
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Principles of Sound Retirement Investing

Every year, a lot of people make a huge mistake on their taxes. They don't take advantage of tax deferral and wind up sending Uncle Sam money they could have saved for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs not only ease your current tax bite, they offer a remarkably easy way to build retirement income—especially for the "extras" that your regular pension and Social Security benefits may not cover. Because your contributions are made in before-tax dollars, you pay less taxes now. And since all earnings on your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the money you don't send to Washington works even harder for you. Down the road, that can make a dramatic difference in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special? A range of allocation choices—from the guaranteed security of TIAA to the diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity—all backed by the nation's number one retirement system.

Why write off the chance for a more rewarding retirement? Call today and learn more about how TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy many happy returns.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

TIAA-CREF

CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1-800-842-2733, ext. 8016 for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
MSC could lose $5 million in state funding next year

by Glenn Steinberg

As a result from a note received by the Department of Higher Education, MSC may have to cut as much as $5 million from their budget over the next year.

According to Tom Auch, Vice President of Administration and Finance, a fax was sent to MSC out of Trenton on Monday, Feb. 14, asking for a list to be sent back to them the following day of what services may suffer in case these cuts do take place.

The reason for these cuts, Auch said, is due to the economy projections in Trenton, since they are presently experiencing a revenue shortfall.

He said that these cuts are probably going to affect every state college and institution, such as courthouse and jails.

Some of the possible cuts and changes that were sent to Trenton were increasing class sizes, reducing class sections that were sent to Trenton were increasing class sizes, reducing class sections (which will make it more difficult for students to graduate in four years), a possible tuition increase, the cutting of maintenance staff and the hiring and usage of more adjuncts instead of full-time professors, Auch said.

According to Auch, he will find out how bad the cuts will be over the next month or so because Governor Chris-
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According to Auch, he will find out how bad the cuts will be over the next month or so because Governor Chris-

tine Todd-Whitman has to introduce her new budget on March 15.

“If we had to cut out low enrollment courses needed to graduate and you need them to graduate, it will push you back another year,” Auch said, referring to the possibility of the new fiscal year.

According to Auch, this may all be a “trial balloon”. “We just have to see what the governor puts in writing.”

Auch said that before any changes take place, he must elicit input from the SGA and College Senate.

According to SGA President James Cotter, the primary concern for any student is education. He doesn’t think students are going to wait around to graduate in five or six years, especially if they’re not going to be taught by the best and brightest faculty MSC can offer.

“We need to send a message to Trenton that students are not just going to be able to suck up insane tuition increases,” Cotter said. “We really have to get our act together, start mobilizing students, toss around some concrete ideas or else we’ll be screwed come billing time.”

Cotter believes that our whole state is going to suffer and the result will be having many students go to out-of-state colleges.
**REVIEW: Danceworks '94 tells universal tales**

by Kelly Schab

Dance is a form of communication, just like writing or any other visual art. That being said, Danceworks '94 has some small gaps in its communication.

Most of the dances present a problem, show some solutions and resolve the conflict. Others, however, fail to finish, or even start this process.

The first dance looks like an exercise in cheerleading. It's a series of simple lifts and poses with jerky movements. Whatever it is that's attempted to be communicated flew over my head.

The second, Trash Dance (perhaps a pun on Flashdancer?), choreographed by Danceworks '94 artistic director Lori Katterhenry, succeeds. Choreographed for the Make-A-Wish Foundation, it shows, through army drill moves and rhythmic foot work, how the world will soon be overwhelmed with garbage.

A surreal duet is performed between the dancers clad in gas masks. The message was clear but at the same time wasn't over-bearing.

**Fecund** is next and this is a more fluid communication than the previous dances. While this communication between three people is more vague than Trash Dance, one can tell that something meaningful is moving between the dancers.

The next dance, The Dress, choreographed by Joelle VanSickle, shows a conflict of prejudice, the confrontation of this conflict and the solution to it.

The three dancers are bound in the same dress and attempt to break loose but eventually learn to live with it.

They are made of the same pattern, whether they are white, Latino, African-American, or other. They use this pattern to their advantage and shape something from it that is bigger than the original conflict. This was a moving piece and the dancers expressed just the right amount of frustration and resolve that made the dance universal.

The fifth dance shows the dancers moving from chaos to order. Here the communication process broke down for me as I couldn’t understand much more than that superficial meaning.

**Fetus**, by Barbara Applegate and choreographed by MSC dancers, is a brilliant, graceful dance that tracks the beginnings of life. The soundtrack sounds like something out of 2001: A Space Odyssey and provides a haunting, spiritual texture. The two dancers here tumble agilely into and out of fetal positions throughout the piece.

The next dance shows six people who couple up, switch partners, rejoice, experience loss and live with their consequent nightmares. This is passionately danced and really stays with you after the spotlights dim.

**Symbolic** is also choreographed by MSC dancers and by Todd Thoenig follows with the tale of two people living off of one another like parasites and their struggle to break free. It is very truthful and shows the consequences of being dependent on others very masterfully.

Another dance worthy of mentioning is Four Jills, choreographed by MSC alumni Kim Whitram and Todd Rosenlieb, which explores the process of four women bonding together. The music calls out that it’s a man’s world but it wouldn’t be anything without women. The dancers deftly portrayed a sympathy and a kinship found in a “bonding” relationship.

Danceworks, on the whole, is very much worth going to experience a few pieces that don’t quite scream out their meaning will not detract from the entire program. One must be on the lookout for hidden meanings that lurk behind each step or else they may completely fly overhead.

---

**Review: Dig could be better**

by Kelly Schab

Many music groups out there think that if they play their guitars loud enough, no one will realize their mediocrity. Dig is one of those bands. While they’re not bad, they’re certainly nothing to rave about. The guitars are loud, the bass is groovy but the lyrics leave much to be desired.

Dig is made up of Scott Hackwith, vocals, guitar, Jon Morris, guitar; Johnny Cornwell, guitars; Phil Friedmann, bass and Anthony Smedile, drums. Hackwith wrote all of the songs except “Feet Don’t Touch the Ground” which was written by Hackwith and Brent Rademaker. Their self-titled debut album, dig, starts off

---

**Coming up...**

The Montclarion will provide free listings of your A&E events if you drop a note off to Kelly Schab, the A&E editor, by Friday at noon.

**Thursday, Feb. 24**

DANCE: “Danceworks ’94.” Guest artists, faculty, alumni and MSC dancers collaborate in this Mainstage Theatre Series production. Memorial Auditorium, 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday Feb. 24 to 26 and at 2 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 25 and Sunday, Feb. 27. Tickets prices are: $7.50 standard; $6.00 seniors, MSC faculty/staff/alumni; $3.50 students. For more information and reservations, call the Box Office at (201)655-5112.

ART: “Dealings with the X Factor.” Featuring the artists Anthony Crisafulli and William Gorcica and curated by Lorenzo Pace. Runs until March 5.

**Tuesday, March 8**

THEATER: “The Rimers of Eldritch.” Part of the Studio Theatre Series. Ticket prices are: $4.00 standard, seniors, MSC faculty/staff/alumni; $2.00 students. Call the Box Office at (201)655-5112 for more information.

---

**Mainstage Theatre Series**

Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication Dance and Theatre Presents

**Danceworks ’94**

FEBRUARY 24, 25, 26 at 8pm.
FEBRUARY 25 and 27 at 2pm.

**Memorial Auditorium**

Call (201) 655-4205 for ticket information
with a sonic bang with the first two songs, "Let Me Know" and "I'll Stay High" which need work both lyrically and instrumentally. The guitar licks sound as if they aren't all that good.

The problem with Dig is that they're too unfocused. With a little bit of control, this band could be something really special. Until then, we'll just have to wait and see.

Welcome, loyal readers, to another informative, yet entertaining, installment of PROPHET BIGG!

During my recent (and continuing) bout with seasonal illness, I had a chance to do a little research. There is an activity going on in the country that affects the film industry at large.

Boolegging, duping, copying, pirating. No doubt that you loyal readers have heard all or at least one of those terms. They refer to the activity of illegally duplicating first-run films onto video tape and then selling them, mostly on the street.

For approximately ten dollars and a short trip to New York's Eighth Avenue, between 35th and 43rd, you can pick up almost any movie currently running in theaters.

Curiously, I wandered down Eighth Avenue seeing what was available. Seeing nothing I wanted personally, I was still amused to see films that haven't even opened yet! On Deadly Ground, the new Steven Segal film, was the top seller according to one vender.

I actually bought one film, Tombstone, to see exactly what was the fuss. This bootlegging can be done in many ways. The cheapest way is for someone to sneak a video camera into a theater and film off of the screen. Another involves a pay off to an unscrupulous theater owner or manager to allow a "special" screening late at night, which is filmed, and the owner or manager receives a sum and/or a cut of the video sales.

Finally, you have the really unscrupulous theater owner who will own equipment to do a film to tape transfer. This is your highest quality bootleg, and your rarest.

My Tombstone was of the second variety. The quality was not great, but I suppose that if you can't wait, it's good enough.

The film companies sight this illegal activity as causing the consistent increase in ticket prices.

What's your opinion? Write the PROPHET!

Prophet Bigg

P.O. Box 7043
Upper Montclair, N.J.

The film companies sight this illegal activity as causing the consistent increase in ticket prices.
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WHO ARE WE?
We are College Life Union Board, Montclair State's source for campus entertainment.

WHAT DO WE DO?
We provide Montclair State with all sorts of entertainment: Comedy Shows, Trips, Lectures, Winter Ball, Homecoming, Spring Week, Carnival, and MUCH MORE!

WHO ARE YOU?
A Montclair State Student who wants to get involved in campus life beyond the classroom!

WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME?
Experience in dealing with agents, contract negotiations and campus administrators, not to mention new friends, chances to experience some great entertainment firsthand, and a lot of fun!

WHAT’S THE CATCH?
All we ask for is a few hours a week. Not much to ask for all we have to offer!

SO, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? COME JOIN US. WE MEET EVERY MONDAY IN ROOM 417 OF THE STUDENT CENTER AT 4:00 P.M. CALL 655-5232 FOR MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY ROOM 112D IN THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX AND HANG OUT WITH US!

WE'LL SEE YOU SOON!
NEWS DEPARTMENT OF THE MONTCLARION

Notes

The news department of the Montclarion is looking for reporters. Experience is not necessary for entry-level reporting. We will give you all the information and materials you need to begin. Experienced reporters are invited to tackle more complex stories, cover specific news beats or join the Investigative News Unit.

This is an excellent opportunity to gain hands-on experience and compile a library of clips. Journalism minors and English majors are strongly encouraged to come in, but all majors are invited. You decide your hours - work as many or few hours as you want.

Bolster that sagging resume. Meet the campus leadership within the administration, faculty and student body. Prepare yourself for the real-world. Reach an audience of 10,000.

Contact:
News Editor, Greg MacSweeney at 655-5241 or 655-4642
or
Executive News Director, Karl Lomberk 655-5241
MSC on TV!
by Kellie Van Middlesworth and Mark Phillips

Did you know that MSC has its own cable television show? For the past five months, the staff and students at The DuMont Television Center have been "connecting the students and the community" through a monthly, magazine format, video journal, the Executive Producer, Patty Piroh said.

"Carpe Diem" (Latin for Seize the Day) presents a number of different issues every fourth Thursday of the month at 5 a.m. and 2 p.m. on CTN, a NJ Cable Television Network. The video journal highlights both informational and dramatic works by students. "Not only does it concentrate on student issues, but it also focuses on community oriented programs," Piroh said.

Today, MSC's "Carpe Diem" focuses on a program in Patterson, NJ entitled "The Total Lifestyle Support Program." The inspiration behind this week's edition began with Scott Levy and Farhad Zamani, the segment producers, and a project from a Child Development psychology class.

"I became more interested in it when I found out that the program dealt with troubled kids and focused on helping these kids create better lives for themselves. The show enables people outside of Patterson to learn more about "The Total Lifestyle Support Program" and that is our goal as producers of this show," Levy said.

Dr. Larry Londino, the coordinator of the Broadcasting Division began researching the possibility of a TV show last year, because it was seen as a good opportunity for student's work to be displayed. With student interest, the show has the potential to expand, and by the fall semester, Piroh anticipates the program to air weekly.

"We recently got picked up by a Connecticut television station, WHAI TV, out of Bridgeport. They have accepted us for a weekly time slot, which will give Montclair State more recognition. I see this growing with as much student input as possible. The more students put into it, the more it will grow," Piroh said.

This week's episode, along with upcoming shows, will provide an interesting look at Montclair State and what it has to offer to television viewers, so check your local listings to find out how you can tune into "Carpe Diem."

Campus Calendar

Tonight
5 a.m. and 2 p.m. "Carpe Diem": "The Total Lifestyle Support Program" on CTN.
3-4:50 p.m. Art Forum Lecture: Ray Smith, painter, Calcia Auditorium.
8 p.m. Dance Works '94: guest, faculty and student choreographers, Memorial Auditorium. Tickets: $3.50 students, $6 campus community and senior citizens, $7.50 general admission.

Friday
2 p.m. Dance Works '94, Memorial Auditorium.

Saturday
8 p.m. Dance Works '94, Memorial Auditorium.

Sunday
11 a.m. Mass, Kops Lounge.
2 p.m. Dance Works '94, Memorial Auditorium.
3 p.m. Lecture: "Cyclical Crucifixion" by Ron Henry, followed by "Soulful Inspiration" by the Gospel Ensemble, Drama Workshop and African Dance Troupe, Student Center Ballrooms.
6:30 p.m. Mass, Newman Center.

Tuesday
Noon Flag Raising: celebrating Women's History Month, Student Center Quad.
2 p.m. Reception: faculty and professional staff scholarly and creative expressions, School of Humanities and Social Science lounge.
8 p.m. PRESIDENTIAL LECTURE: "The Disuniting of America: Reflections on a Multicultural Society" by Arthur Schlesinger, Memorial Auditorium.

Wednesday
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Warm-up Suit Sale: name brand warm-up suits $25 and up, Panzer Gym.

Do you have an event that you would like listed in the Campus Calendar? Get it to us by the Friday before publication and it will be in the next issue of the Montclarion!
### Student Life

**BOWL FULL OF TURNIPS**

*by Richard S. McDonalld*

I’m sitting in my dorm right now, contemplating the nature of student life here at sunny, sickly MSC, hoping to find a nice topic for this Montclarion article, and coming up with nothing. But an all-night cafe on campus would be really good. Oh, and Residence Life just stole my bathroom.

I don’t know, it isn’t often that I try to codify the experience of being at MSC; I still come up with nothing much. I guess there really is nothing spectacular about living on campus. Except maybe Mark, who sells those really cheap CDs in the Student Center, right next to the arcade, usually on Mondays. Three to nine dollar CDs really are something good, something interesting, something to get the lepers out of bed. That’s more than I can say for those much anticipated "Ratburgers" (a hint as to their ingredients, I wonder?). The Rat has hardly ever been open all semester. Mortal Kombat II has become insanely difficult. For once, I am actually doing class reading once, I am actually doing class reading ‘Ratburgers’ (a hint as to their ingredients, I wonder?). The Rat has hardly ever been open all semester. Mortal Kombat II has become insanely difficult. For once, I am actually doing class reading more than two weeks into the semester. Thank god for cheap CDs or else there would be no silver lining to living on campus.

The A/C has been off in the inside rooms of Blanton for pretty much the whole semester now, leaving the hapless plebescite to 80 degree weather in their dorm rooms, no ventilation, and the slow sweltering of their brains and bodies into oblivion. A few people have been driven to the point of making a petition to get the air turned on.

I told them, "This is MSC. You’re supposed to suffer. Yeah, I know. You said the janitors have a lounge on your floor where they spend all day watching Spanish TV and give you a dirty look if you look in the open door."

What do you do to fill your free time when you are on campus? Do you have a story to tell? We want to know. Bring your story to the Montclarion by the Friday before publication and it will in the next issue of the Montclarion!

### The Peace Corps Experience

*by Alexandra Prats*

The experiences of three unique members of the Peace Corps were presented to the MSC community Tuesday evening. The Organization of Students for African Unity and Career Services co-sponsored the presentation of "Peace Corps: An African Experience." Dr. Roosevelt Weaver, Principal of Nassau Elementary School in West Orange, and Dr. Phillip LeBel, of MSC’s Economics and Finance Department, spoke of their experiences in Senegal.

Weaver, dressed in a Bou Bou (a tunic native to Senegal) related his experience as the coach for the first Senegalese Olympic track team in the early sixties. LeBel presented slides of the area and gave a humorous speech about his experiences, which are still a large part of his life 25 years later.

The third speaker, Georgette Ngongo, is a recruiter for the Peace Corps and has spent time in Zaire, which was formerly the Belgian Congo. She began her presentation by addressing random members of the audience in Kikongo, which is an abantu language with over 250 dialects. Ngongo spoke highly of her life in Zaire, and expressed her feelings of being in an old country, which had recently become a new country.

The Peace Corps has brought all of the speakers closer to the culture of Africa and has made a large impact on their lives. "The Peace Corps can be one of the most transforming experiences in anyone’s life," LeBel said.

---

**CGI’s College Night**

**Wednesday nights starting February 23**

$1 16oz. Drafts

Pitchers $5

$2 Bar Drinks Till Midnight

Cover $2 W/Greek Letters 30 Pompton Ave

$3 W/College ID Cedar Grove

Proper ID Required
Let's have coffee and talk

We're not what you would call friends. Not at all; just acquaintances. We met a couple of semesters ago and had a little chat. It was long and personal enough to remember, so it was natural that we should later greet each other when passing.

I spent last summer abroad so I hadn't seen her for a long time. Then a week or so ago I saw her near College Hall. "Hi," I said, "how are you?" She gave me a curt "hi" in response—clearly recognizing me—then seemed to want to withdraw deliberately. Strange, I thought. I wasn't even trying to draw her into conversation, just greeting in recognition. Yet she had this reluctance. "Probably not having a good day," I thought as I continued to walk.

A few days later I saw her again. We were passing on a flight of stairs somewhere. This time I kept myself to simple "hi," wanting to fulfill the duty of courtesy without being too familiar. Her response this time was to look—again in recognition—smile wanly and continue on her way. It left me with an unpleasant feeling. Was this distasteful to her? Was she giving me a hint of some sort? Maybe she was distances herself by degrees from having to say hello. Would she just look next time and the time after do nothing?

I was annoyed not because it mattered especially that this person recognized me, but that since I troubled to greet her, she ought to acknowledge the courtesy. Was I expected to feel mistreated for bothering her? What would the alternative be, pretend I don't recognize her? Would it have been more polite for us both to pretend we hadn't seen each other? Sometimes one might be suffering the occasional foul mood or simply be too preoccupied to notice every passer-by. But as long as there's no real inconvenience I would have thought it pleasant to greet and be greeted by as many people as possible.

It's often said that the New York City area is not an especially friendly place. This isn't exactly true. There's a kind of defensive hostility on the surface, to be sure. But I think that once you get past this the locals are some of the warmest folk to be found anywhere. With this belief in mind I say that we ought to be bold enough to salute fellow students (and professors) that we've met without thinking of it as a confrontation. And we ought to receive such modest advances in a generous spirit. If we happen to meet eyes with a stranger then a respectful nod or a discreet smile would be better than turning away quickly as if a serious mistake had been made.

There's such a thing as being nauseatingly cheerful and intrusive of course, but I don't think that's too much of a problem on campus. To my mind cordiality is preferable to 'minding one's own business' as if we were all a burden to each other.

The person I described may recognize neither my name nor the portrait of herself. If she did I would like to say to her, as to all my acquaintances, if I say hello it simply means I wish you well.

(Although currently lurking about on campus the author will in the future be writing from Argentina via E-mail, hence the title of the column.)

We lost another reader to Juggs

A fleeting glance at last week's Montclarion would be sufficient to let the most competent fourth grader know that this publication is in sad shape. After sifting through numerous pleas to write for the rag, I finally found a true competent English major should give the nearly finished product a final once-over to help polish this periodical into a paper actually representative of a learning environment.

The most heinous act of pseudo-editing that the Montclarion has been guilty of is its blatant ignorance of the writers' original manuscript. A decent writer will sometimes use certain punctuation or italics to create emphasis...or inflection...in their work. Judging from my experiences with our school paper, it seems that this style of writing is not quite understood by the editors, so they feel the need to "improve" a submission, thereby reducing some academically-honed eloquence to a literary burp.

Rich McDonald's article, in its original form, should be required reading for anyone concerned about the future of this college, but the slipshod manner in which it was reproduced for the printed page has crushed its affectiveness and possible merit. Shame on the Montclarion for providing the campus with such a distorted view of its creative assets!

Stefan Dollak
English major

Please remember that all letters and columns must be in by Friday, 3:00 p.m. with full name and major included, or it cannot be published. Christina
Class One Concerts turn Big Business

The Smoking Pen
by Richard McDonalds

Can you say "Ucky"?

We as Americans were supposedly guaranteed certain rights and freedoms, to be guards against closed minded idiots taking away our rights simply because they don't like what we are doing, or because they consider themselves superior, and therefore think they have the right to subjugate an entire nation under their will. Well, where are they now? Does no one care that unconstitutional claptrap is dabling the government and threatening to trivialize every word of Our Founding Fathers? Antiabortionists, Gun Control, censorship of the media, Political Correctness, even such laughable matters as militant vegetarians who wish to ban meat: all are unconstitutional.

These groups all basically function on the same premise: We don't like this, and so we have made a choice of personal morality not to do this (Fine, I really care if you repress yourselves). But they go too far. They commit a fallacy in seeing their own personal morality as the one correct one. Since they find something distasteful, they reason that everyone else should also be forced to adhere to their personal standards. Simple self interest, greed, like little children saying, "I am tonight. You're All Ucky!" It is the expense of the very freedoms that allowed them to have their own opinion in the first place that they would bend us all to their will.

To these people, their opinion is the only truth, and all others are heathens (sound familiar, folks? Can we say, "Spanish Inquisition"). If they don't like something, they would ban it. Take it away from people, because humans are obviously not intelligent enough to know what is best for them. It has to be decided by the Righteous (i.e., those in power this week).

There are two varieties of Freedom. Simply put, they can be seen as the freedom to responsibility, and the freedom from responsibility. Or they can be seen as responsibility to one"s self, and the responsibility toward society. It is easy to think of these as the first being the Freedom of the Individual, with the freedom to act unobstructed being the measure on one"s freedom, and the second the Freedom of Society, the freedom from social disorder, where freedom is judged by the degree one is free from social maladies like poverty, crime or homelessness. However, they may not have a choice as to the type or quality of the provisions, other than the answers or products the state offers.

To me, individual freedom is more important than life itself. If I die as a result of my own choices, it is worth it to have had those choices available. Better to die trying to gain those choices than live under a nonpermitting State. Unfortunately, too much individual freedom is just as detrimental as not having those choices available. This should be held up with an honest admission: We as a people are not intelligent enough to know what is best for us.

There are two freedoms, freedom of responsibility and freedom from responsibility.

Please only submit cohesive letters that run under two pages. Anything longer will be edited or considered unfit to print. Christina
Letters...
Are you satisfied?

"It's not your fault. Someone else is to blame."

Americans love the victim. Whether it be for something as pertinent as someone's civil rights being violated or as simple as having the MAC machine run out of money the day you need to buy books. We talk about them between classes and over meals. They can be anyone, from political prisoners in Sarajevo to Joe Student who got an 89.9 and his professor wouldn't bump it up to an "A."

While there are people everyday who fall victim to the turmoils that life hands to them, too often people merely want attention and sympathy, so they claim to be victims. They will find any excuse available to them so as to proclaim to the world, "My rights have been violated! Feel for me!" This is followed by all those who hear about this person's plight to feel for him and to honor his bravery during his difficult situation.

Oddly enough, their plans seem to work. One example is the college classroom. There seems to be a verbal tripwire in each class. Professors must be sure not to say anything that could be seen as remotely offensive, or else the alarm is sounded and one or more students can bitch and moan to the professor's supervisor that they have been victimized.

I currently have two professors who are much more outspoken than I have been used to. It is a refreshing change from the safe teaching methods I am used to and makes the classes more interesting. It would be a shame if one of the students in those classes decided to play victim one day.

If you still don't believe me take a glance at the afternoon TV schedule. It is victim central. It's a showcase for everyone from disgruntled spouses to neighbors, schools, governments, etc.

There is actually a Left Hander magazine. I guess it's to help southpaws cope with living in this oppressive right-handed society. (Speaking as someone who is left-handed, I can say I've gotten over the trauma of having to use right-handed scissors.)

Anyone who reads The Trentonian has probably seen the Talk Back section, in which people can call in with their complaints about being victims of their neighbors, schools, governments, etc.

Nowadays, any time there is a debate or a difference of opinion, instead of discussing the matter, one or both sides will claim the other side has victimized them. With the label of "victim," they can draw support from sympathetic bystanders without ever having to discuss an issue.

This abundance of pseudo-victims has only had an adverse effect on the true victims out there. As I mentioned, there are people everyday who are victims. Whether they are victims of crimes or have had their rights violated they tend to fall to the wayside in the rush to proclaim their rights violated they tend to fall to the wayside. (This was the reason why it took so long to get co-ed dorms, folks.)

It seems that in loco parentis is not yet totally dead. I am speaking of the agreement reached by the Board of Trustees and WXWK in Trenton, to remove this college's radio station, WMSC, of the 101.5 FM frequency.

I would like to examine a crucial point to this column, and then go on to some points in the agreement. I am a DJ at WMSC and I know that if you tune to WMSC when we sign on in the morning, the taped broadcast will say in part, "WMSC is owned and operated by the students of Montclair State College." Sounds reasonable, right? Except for one point. The students own and operate the radio station, but we do not own our license to broadcast. The Board of Trustees does. So I'll tell it like it is. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader is fond of saying that government agencies are "owned by the people, but controlled by the government." The same idea seems to be working here: We, the students, own the radio station, but Dr. Jesse Rosenblum, who signed the agreement, and the other members of the Board of Trustees own our license to broadcast. I understand that a certain amount of authority needs to be maintained as far as broadcasting is concerned, but I don't feel that the Board of Trustees should be the sole owner of WMSC's broadcasting license.

As a source of mine who was involved with this agreement told me something that I think the student population should know. If you read the cover story of the Montclarion, February 10, 1994 edition, the article stated that MSC would receive a $50,000 grant (which will be controlled by the Board of Trustees), up to $100,000 in "like kind services," and up to $25,000 for conversion to a new frequency.

However, if WMSC wanted to upgrade its production studio, allow for better inventory of the music library, and generally make a better radio station.

I hope that Dr. Rosenblum and the other members of the Board of Trustees can find it in their hearts to give us some more room to work in financially. I hope that they acknowledge the hard work and effort that has been put in by all the past and present members of WMSC that has made WMSC the widely-recognized college radio station that it is today. Ultimately, if the Board helps WMSC, the Board will help benefit the station, the student population, and the listening audience. But more importantly, the Board of Trustees will be satisfying one of their most crucial responsibilities: being accountable to the people who really matter at the college, the students.

Where's the peace?

When the cold war ended, a world cry of peace was heard. Politicians, newspapers and world observers were acclaiming a new world order. For many peace was finally a tangible concept. However, after three post cold war years the world's political, socioeconomical situation point to chaos not peace. You might remember the gulf. It happened a year after Bush and Gorbachev decided to stop the cold warfare. From then, a number of civil unrests and localized wars broke out in different parts of the globe. Peace does not exist now, dear readers.

The reasons why I think peace will not be achieved any time soon are numerous. First, exist in the world's community inherent divisional conditions based on ethnicity. Chrisrity, Serbs are systematically conducting their "ethnic cleansing" program killing hundreds of Muslim Serbs who were living with them for centuries. This same separatist spirit is and has been felt by other peoples of Europe and other parts of the world. Catalans in the region of Barcelona have been taking independence from Spain for many years; American Indians in Canada recently fought for their land (though it always was theirs); Zulus in S. Africa are demanding an active part in the newly formed government or else. It seems by these examples that every group of people speaking a different language within a country want to govern themselves. They are heavily buying into the separatist idea though ill-prepared to govern they may be. They are seeking their own interests. This separatist movement has not yet finished its course. I think only the future will reveal its full plans.

Many of these people who have succeeded in finding their political destiny have critically augmented the dangers of the world's political scene such as in the case of the Balkan states. Many are selling remnants of the mighty Russian nuclear arsenal to rebels of other parts of the world or however can pay. The Moscow newspaper Pravda reported that 433 grenades, 99,000 rounds of ammunition, 52 portable missile-launching systems are missing from the military. Last December all Europe had a scare when a Belamssian and two Russians were caught trying to sell what was thought to be enriched Uranium used in atomic bombs. This was, though not publicized, one of the reasons why President Clinton visited some of the Balkan states.

Aded to this threat, out of work Russian nuclear scientists are alarmingly recruited by belligerent governments such as Iran, Libya and North Korea. As you may know U.N. inspectors had to go to N. Korea to inspect nuclear installations that were suspected to be converted into nuclear bomb factories. CIA chief Woosley believes that N. Korea has already gathered enough material for nuclear weapons. Iran is also believed to have had constructed in their north eastern desert mountains nuclear installations. Other nations who already possess nuclear weapons are renewing their arsenal such as China. China is presently updating its air force by building new, quicker and on-the-target airplane models. This is not a reassuring situation taking the desire of China to restore its past centuries' glory.

So with such a picture that I have rendered would you still believe that peace exists in the world or will be achieved soon? If you do you better open your eyes quickly and roll up your sleeves because your work is just beginning.

Garry Doxy

Mont Clarion
Calle-in-Exile
By George Calle

Post.
Yoo-hoo. Over here!
Yeah, it’s me.

I know, I know, “Aren’t you supposed to be on the inside front cover?” Well, yeah, I moved and I’m not afraid to admit it—it feels strange back here. Kind of like the first day of kindergarten. You remember, you suddenly realize you forgot your fluorescent crayons, you wet your pants and you’re sitting next to the kid who, no doubt, has a booger collection on his wall at home. But, hey, them’s the breaks!

Actually, since my column caused such a ruckus around campus over the past three weeks, the rest of the staff here began to worry that my views could be confused with the views of the Montclarion at large.

My first reaction was to kick, scream and march up and down the Montclarion offices chanting, “Hell no, I won’t go!” (Don’t get excited, Grover, I’m not protesting a draft, you know.) Being the inspired leader that I am and convinced that my tantrum would not sway my fellow editors, I agreed to move down here so that there would be no doubt in anyone’s mind that I write these weekly columns as little of George Calle not as Calle-in-Chief, the evil big city news editor capitalist mogul, oppressor of third world nations.

That said, I begin anew as Calle-in-Exile.

Last week I received a ridiculous letter (postmarked in Newark, hmmm) from A. Ness who insisted on lecturing me on my cowardly constitution while remaining anonymous themselves. The letter was the silliest piece of garbage I have ever seen anyone bother wasting a 29c stamp on.

Using language I would much rather not use on this pristine, 80lb. white stock we print on, the author complained about the treatment Grover Furr received in my column a few weeks ago. P. Ness went as far as rating the letter so that I would recognize their handwriting. Yes, truly a P. Ness, I hope you meet up with Lorena Bobbit in your travels.

For the record, Professor Korotkin (see Calle-in-Chief, Montclarion, February 3, 1994, p.3) and I have committed ourselves to an ongoing dialogue concerning the issue in question and the other issues as well. We have grown to know, respect and even like each other since all this began.

I have also had the pleasure of meeting Korotkin’s lovely family. It is apparent to me now that the love Arny has for his children is what probably spurred him as a father to say that he would encourage his son to dodge the draft in a Vietnam-like situation.

My mom would probably say the same. I still disagree with him but I can see why he holds his view on the topic.

The Calle-in-Chief is not the blind, insensitive ideologue others would have you think.

Well, that’s it for this week but before I go, I’ll share with you something my mom used to tell me when I was a little boy, “If you don’t have something nice to say, don’t say anything at all.”

Well Ron, I guess you can stop worrying because I really have nothing to say about you.

FINAL QUESTION.

If a tree falls in the woods and is then used to make six sheets of paper on which a communist traitor writes his propaganda on but doesn’t get published, does it still make a sound?

Multiculturalism is a waste of time

By Heather Bushby

Multiculturalism has begun to deteriorate into another way to spread revenge and oppression. To be white is to be wrong or without culture. When the theory of multiculturalism began, it meant that all cultures would honor each other and work together, but as the years pass and multiculturalism is crammed down everyone’s throat, people of different races are working together less and rarely take the time to honor other cultures. Every little incident becomes entangled with cries of racism and justice has begun to deteriorate under the fear of violence.

In the Jan./Feb. issue of Utem Reader, Linda Frye Burnham wrote, “White people are allowed only two role choices: Racist or Guilty White Liberal. People of color in positions of power are called for selling out or just being the wrong color.” Throughout my life I have tried not to be racist and I assure you I don’t feel guilty. I never owned slaves or discriminated against a person because of their culture, so why should I feel guilty?

And yet, when I had an African American woman outside the door of my room yelling, “Honky-white girl.” I didn’t know quite what to do. I felt threatened, but as the years pass and multiculturalism is crammed down everyone’s throat, people of different races, these organizations slip in and begin to manipulate people into striking back. I don’t want to hurt anyone, no matter what culture they come from, and I don’t understand the need for others to strike out at other cultures.

That incident bothered me, but I was shocked when a friend of Cuban descent told me that white people have no culture. This seems to be the problem with multiculturalism. The push has been towards the study and recognition of African and Hispanic cultures, at the expense of the numerous cultures outside the white race. The white race is seen as one large mass that has oppressed the world, but that is not the case. Light skinned people populate many different countries with completely different cultures. Where do these cultures enter into the scheme of multiculturalism? They don’t. So much for equality.

Equality may not be a reality, but we can not just shift the oppression over to white cultures. If we do, multiculturalism becomes pointless. We are all Americans and we must find unity between all races if we are to continue to be a world power.

Multiculturalism was born out of need, but people have chosen to obsess on the evils done to their ancestors instead of cherishing their heritage and finding similarities in other cultures. We cannot change the past, so why don’t we try to make a better future through mutual respect.

Letter ....

Take notice to the changing times

Momentarily, let’s sit back and think. Being gay; is it a fad or something you live with that no one understands? Well, guess what: It’s here to stay.

I myself am 24 years old and know what this lifestyle portrays. Ask yourself now what it portrays. Let’s begin: The jock over there says, “Look guys! Here comes that faggot!” First, let’s define the word faggot. This is a word defined as male homosexuals in a negative way. Secondly, I prefer the term “gay” which (by the way) is the name of the nineties. When a person in your college community calls you a faggot, just say, “Thanks for telling me what I already know!”

There are only two genders of human nature, man and woman, but when your sexual preference becomes the same, you become “sick.” Let’s now analyze sick. Usually that’s when I get a cold or flu. Is Jodi Foster sick? Wake up, it’s not a sickness or disorder, so just get over it. I myself get up everyday, go to class, eat, shit, and blow my nose just like anyone else. Now let’s wrap the sickness in a package and send it back to Kansas City.

Cut the shit, America! Wake up and smell the coffee. It’s perking all the time and we all need to jump in and free our minds. Until next time food for thought—next time you talk to your friends in class or work and think he or she is straight, guess again. Then ask yourself, “Does it matter what this person does in bed?” I don’t think so! “Will it affect me in any way?” I don’t think so! Will I stop this conversation? Let’s wait and see.

Michael Burkett

A complete Editorial staff has been reached. Thank you to all that applied. If opportunity arises again, another notice will be posted. Christina
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!

The SGA has enacted a steering committee to evaluate every aspect of our current structure. The following is the tentative schedule of topics to be discussed for modification. If these issues are important to you - COME AND TESTIFY. Your opinions and ideas are appreciated.

CALENDAR:

Feb. 28th - Greek Council evaluation
March 7th - Legislative proceedings, protocol and autonomy
March 14th - SGA public relations
March 28th - SGA officer structure and appropriation
April 4th - Financial policy and appropriation evaluation
April 11th - Multicultural club evaluation (Class I, II and III)
April 18th - Class I structure and purpose
April 25th - Class I budgets
May 2nd - Class II and III structure and purpose.

DO YOU DIG??

-Thanks - Your SGA
NEWS DEPARTMENT OF THE MONTCLARION

Notes

The news department of the Montclarion is looking for reporters. Experience is not necessary for entry-level reporting. We will give you all the information and materials you need to begin. Experienced reporters are invited to tackle more complex stories, cover specific news beats or join the Investigative News Unit.

This is an excellent opportunity to gain hands-on experience and compile a library of clips. Journalism minors and English majors are strongly encouraged to come in, but all majors are invited. You decide your hours — work as many or few hours as you want.

Bolster that sagging resume. Meet the campus leadership within the administration, faculty and student body. Prepare yourself for the real-world. Reach an audience of 10,000.

Contact:
News Editor, Greg MacSweeney at 655-5241 or 655-4642
or
Executive News Director, Karl Lomberk 655-5241
Movie Sequels 2: After the Colon

DIRECTIONS: Whenever those clever movie executives want to spruce up the title of a movie sequel, they add a colon and a sub-title after the main title (Example: Die Hard: Die Harder). We've provided the post colon titles, you provide the first part. Remember to get the sequel number correct or you don't get full credit.

1. Season of the Witch
2. Assignment Miami Beach
3. Judgement Day
4. Jason Takes Manhattan
5. The Quest For Peace
6. On the Rocks
7. Lost In New York
8. The Dream Warriors
9. The Smell of Fear
10. The Voyage Home
11. The Quickening
12. The Year We Make Contact
13. The Possession
14. The Heretic
15. Better Watch Out!
16. On The Move
17. Dead by Dawn
18. The Secret of the Ooze
19. The New Batch
20. The Next Day

Q: What did the Dalai Lama say to the hot...
**Your Real Horoscope**

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Trust the power of the stars? Trust the massive power under the hood of the Dodge Viper, a new American muscle car.

Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) The sporty stylings of Dodge's utility vehicles are sure to add zest to your waning relationships.

Gemini: (May 21-June 21) The stars will keep on shining on your love life, and Dodge will keep on making great cars.

Cancer: (June 22-July 22) I predict that a trip to Mickey's North Side Dodge Auto Sales is the thing to keep you from feeling the winter blues.

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) The celestial curves of the Dodge Intrepid will take you to courageous new limits.

Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The roomy comfort and affordability of the Dodge Caravan are sure to ease family tension.

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) If you don't believe the stars, believe Motor Trend named the Dodge Ram "truck of the year."

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) The planet has circled the sun once again, and the new '94s are here at close-out prices.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Money matters have you confused until you step into Mickey's North Side Dodge Auto Sales to discuss low, low financing on a new Dodge Daytona. Ask for me, I'm Mickey Luepke.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Relieve stress by test driving a new Dodge.

Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Decisions figure prominently in this cycle. The Dodge Stealth and the Dodge Shadow both have many good qualities.

Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) There's no denying it. Dodge cars and trucks are high quality American-made vehicles.

Ruby Wyner-Io is still vacationing in the depths of the underworld, but she'll be back next week to bust all new rhymes, kickin' out the jams. That's "In Effect," baby.

©1994 Onion Features Syndicate
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**SNAPSHOTS** by Parag Joshi

---

**off the mark** by Mark Parisi

---

**COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT**

**COURSE OFFERINGS:**

C101 COMP S/2 1
C102 COMP S/2 2
C200 PASCAL Programming
C300 Systems Design
C400 Artificial Intelligence
C500 VCR Programming

---

**CULTURAL INTEGRITY QUIZ ANSWERS**

1. American Indian 2
2. Shakespeare 3
3. Shakespeare 4
4. Tolstoy 5
5. Socrates 6
6. Socrates 7
7. Socrates 8
8. Homer 9
9. Homer 10
10. Homer 11
11. Homer 12
12. Homer 13
13. Homer 14
14. Homer 15
15. Homer 16
16. Homer 17
17. Homer 18
18. Homer 19
19. Homer 20
20. Homer 21

---

dog vendor? A: Make me one with everything.

---

MONT CLARION 19
Call the Red Hawks Sports Hotline for all of the latest and up-to-date information on your favorite MSC athletic team: (201) 655-7645.

Blomn, Arnold star at Mets; make NCAA swimming cut
by Karen Plumstead

The Clifton native was an automatic qualifier in the 1560 freestyle, which he won by a remarkable 44 seconds. The time of 16:08.77 was an MSC record, as well as a Metropolitan record.

Blomn also earned consideration for the NCAAAs as a “B” cut qualifier in the 500 freestyle event with a time of 4:41.04. That time also broke an MSC record.

“I’m excited about the nationals,” said Blomn, who collected the second most overall points at the tournament. “I’m also happy that the team did well at the Mets.”

For his efforts, Blomn has been named the NJAC Freshman of the Year.

Arnold was also a double-winner in the 100-yard (53.40) and 200-yard (1:55.96) backstroke events. He also won the 200-yard event at last year’s Mets. Both times earned him consideration as a “B” cut qualifier for the NCAAAs.

continued on page 22

MSC rides six-game win streak into NJAC tourney
by Brian Falzarano

All they had to do was win two of their last four games to fulfill their quest. Before the season, they set a goal of making the NJAC tournament.

Gentlemen, you have reached the promised land. After an 85-73 road win over Trenton State, the Red Hawks head into tonight’s NJAC semifinal against second place Richard Stockton with the momentum of a six-game winning streak.

“It’s weird, but it’s good to go into the tournament with a couple of wins,” said Dean Spinogatti, a key player for the third place team in the NJAC.

MSC (17-6, 13-5 NJAC) never trailed against the Lions (11-13, 7-11) in this makeup of a game from a Feb. 9 snow-out. They jumped out to a 45-29 halftime lead and Trenton State was put to bed early.

Keith Hines, continuing his potent play in the paint, had a game-high 24 points for the Red Hawks. Keith Roberts, who has been superb as the MSC floor leader this season, had 19 points in 28 minutes and Greg Fowler had 14.

Walter Morton paced Trenton State with 24 points, while Derrick Johnson, a Division I transfer from the University of Virginia, contributed 21.

“We’re starting to look for him a little,” said Del Tufo, who holds who is averaging 13.6 points per game, acknowledges that there is more balance and more cohesion this season.

“I’ve played a lesser role. I’m looking to pass the ball first,” said Spinogatti, who had 19 points. “Recently I haven’t been shooting the ball well,” said Spinogatti, who shot two of eight in the game.

“Recently I haven’t been shooting the ball well,” said Spinogatti, who shot two of eight in the game. "When it’s a game situation, you forget about it (your struggles)." It was an incredible feeling. I had to calm down a bit when I shot the free throw."

"It was a bad shot," added Del Tufo, although he was not arguing with the result. Of late, the Red Hawks have been winning games by execution in all aspects of their game. They are playing very solid basketball right now.

When you look at the MSC stat sheets, you’ll notice that all of the starters contribute.

“On any given night, you have 5 or 6 guys you can go to,” Del Tufo said.

Spinogatti, the junior guard from Freehold who is averaging 13.6 points per game, acknowledges that there is more balance and more cohesion this season.

“I’ve played a lesser role. I’m looking to pass the ball first,” said Spinogatti, who noted that Roberts has been shooting the ball well of late, as is the case with Hines.

Speaking of Hines, the 6-foot-5, 215-pound forward has been playing particularly well. He had 15 points and 11 rebounds against Jersey City State. For the season, he is averaging 16.4 points and 10.8 rebounds in a team high 32.9 minutes per game.

“We’re starting to look for him a little more," said Del Tufo. "He’s going to be a prime contender for player of the year in the conference.”

RED HAWK NOTES...Some reasons for success this year have been very good three-point shooting (41.6 percent, tops in NJAC) and rebounding. Hines and Chris Jackson have been dominant in wiping the glass, with Jackson second on the team at 8.3 rebounds per game. Also, Chris Smith has been a spark off of the bench, averaging 8.6 points per game in just over 20 minutes a game.
Red Hawks win, but are denied tournament bid

by Keith A. Idec

Although the MSC women's basketball team did not earn a berth in the upcoming NJAC tournament and have no remaining games on the regular season schedule, its season is still alive.

Women's Basketball

There is hope for a bid in the ECAC tournament, which serves as a consolation to the NCAA.

The Red Hawks (12-11, 10-8 NJAC), ended their regular season slate with a 69-53 win over Jersey City State at Panzer Gym on Monday night.

Senior forward Judy Stair topped all scorers with 20 points and sophomore guard Lisa Villalta added 19 points, eight rebounds and 10 steals for MSC. Villalta's 10 steals were only one shy of an MSC record.

The Red Hawks took a 27-21 lead at halftime and never looked back. They also set a school team record with 12 blocked shots. Stair led the way with four blocks.

The Gothic Knights were paced by guard Larice Hynson, who dropped in 14 points. Center Minettia Jefferson collected 11 points and nine rebounds in the losing effort.

Senior guard Stacy McWilliams netted eight points, while freshman guard Heidi Klingert chipped in with six points and six rebounds for MSC.

Although the win over Jersey City State was a good way to close the season, it was not good enough to get MSC into the conference tournament. Rowan, William Paterson, Trenton State and Ramapo secured the four spots in the NJAC tournament. Ramapo edge MSC out for the final spot.

"It was important to go out and win the last game," said Stair. "One of our goals in the beginning of the season was to finish over .500 and we did that. We also wanted to get into the NJAC tournament, but hopefully we'll get into the ECACs."

Matmen to send five to NCAA meet

by Brian Falsarano & Nicole Festa

Who needs a regular season? For coach Steve Strellner, it is the post-season meets such as this past weekend's Metropolitan Wrestling Tournament and the upcoming NCAA meet that matter most.

"For me, it's what the season comes down to," said Strellner.

Especially the NCAA tournament, which is to take place March 3-5 at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Five members of the MSC team, which finished third with 85 points, qualified of a decision which could have back-fired if Castiglia had not gained a wild card.

This is similar to what occurred last year. After the regular season, MSC sent five wrestlers to the NCAA tournament, including 177-pound national champion Jim Sloan, after finishing third in the Mets. They also finished third in last year's NCAA tournament.

"Anything can happen in the national championships," noted the 1975 MSC grad. "I feel we could finish in the top 10 this year. The five guys that are going (to Wisconsin) have a shot at being All-Americans." He also said he hopes to put one or two wrestlers into the finals of their weight class.

Trenton State, the number one team in Division III in the nation and winner over MSC, 47-0, last Monday, won the tournament with 183.5 points. The Li-ons will send their entire team to Wisconsin, including John Johnson, the tournament's Most Outstanding Wrestler and top heavyweight Glenn Sandull.

"The national championship is theirs (MSC's) to lose," Strellner said.

Wrestling

by gaining wild cards for the trip to the land of beer and cheese: Mike DeLuca, Scott Castiglia, Mike Flammer, Chris Beagan, and Chris Rea.

Need proof of Strellner's statement. Castiglia, MSC's 126 pound representative in the tournament, was wrestling well in his match against Anton Atterbury of Trenton State. However, he had a "burner" in his neck, a condition which causes numbness in a person's fingers.

Strellner defaulted Castiglia, giving Atterbury the win in 5:23. The move makes sense. Now, instead of the injury possibly becoming serious, Castiglia will be able to wrestle in the NCAA.

"I defaulted him so I could save him for the (NCAA) finals," Strellner said.

TEAM S: 1-Trenton State 183.5. 2 -Kean 127.25. 3-MSC 85. 4-Upsala 70.75. 5-York 54.75. 6-NYU 54. 7-Kings Point 49. 8- Hunter 37.

TEAM T: 1-Kean 127.25. 2-Trenton State 183.5. 3-MSC 85. 4-Upsala 70.75. 5-York 54.75. 6-NYU 54. 7-Kings Point 49. 8- Hunter 37.

118-Ken Herishen (T) dec. Will Ranee (K), 12-2.

126-Anton Atterbury (T) by def. Scott Castiglia (Mi), 4-1.

134-Chris Steinbacher (K) dec. Randy Pataky (T), 11-7.

142-John Johnson (T) pin Mike Flammer (M), 1:14.

150-Steve Giordano (K) dec. Eric Fajerman (T), 7-3.


167-Anthony Vinola (T) pin Sal Giuliano (U), 3:59.

177-Jared Goodman (Y) dec. Mike Fitzpatrick (T), 13-2.

190-Vito Mielnicki (T) dec. Kenya Moncur (K), 3-2.

HWT-Glenn Sandull (T) dec. Andy Miller (Y), 4-2.

WILD CARD QUALIFIERS: 118-Rance, Mike DeLuca (M), Jim Lopez (H), 126-Castiglia, 134-Pataky, 142-Flammer, 150-Fajerman, Chris Beagan (M), Frank Tianga (N), 158-Ranieri, 177-Fitzpatrick, Rob Mizzah (K), 190-Chris Rea (M), Moncur. HWT-Miller.
Men’s basketball primed for first post-season appearance since 1984

by Brian Falzarano

If you remember John Wooden, who coached UCLA to a slew of NCAA titles, he once said that he would take talent over experience anytime.

The Red Hawks certainly aren’t long in the tooth. What they are is young, determined and talented.

Tonight, the Red Hawks travel down to Pomona to take on the Ospreys of Richard Stockton in the first round of the NJAC tournament. For them, this represents their first NJAC playoff appearance since 1984, when they were coached by the legendary Ollie Gelston.

“As a coach, it’s fun to be playing in March,” said coach Nick Del Tufo, who like his players, will be making his first college playoff appearance. “I knew it was possible, that it could happen. It’s not like I was hoping and praying.”

Even with a young team, Del Tufo is confident of his chances. His players are pumped up for the game, especially junior guard Dean Spinogatti. He, along with Chris Jackson and Mike Pipercic, was on the team in Del Tufo’s first year in 1991, when the team won six games.

“This is an incredible accomplishment for us,” Spinogatti said. “This is a great indication for things to come, both for this year and next. I’m looking forward to playing them (Stockton).”

It’s important that the Red Hawks will be up for this game. Richard Stockton, their opponent tonight, has already beaten them twice, the first time being a 80-73 loss on Dec. 4.

However, they still remember their last loss, which was against the Ospreys on Feb. 5.

Del Tufo recalls it clearly. “The last loss we had was against Stockton,” he said. “We were up for 39-42 and then their kid (Ramon Gaines) hit a three pointer to put them up by one.”

“Our kids remember it vividly. They’re more focused because of what happened last time,” the graduate of Upsala College added.

He is oozing with optimism over how his team will fare. “We match up very well with them,” said Del Tufo. “They’re not an overpowering team, they’re an athletic team, they’re well-disciplined.”

You can burn the statistics and forget about analyzing come playoff time. That’s why the game is played on the court. Experience doesn’t always come with talent. But talent can gain experience.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

Part-time health food store, Cranford. Flexible hrs - interest in nutrition helpful. Call (908) 276-4270.

Student who enjoys children to care for 5 year old in our Upper Montclair home Saturdays 9 a.m. -1:00 p.m. References required, own car preferred. Call 783-3908.

SUMMER JOBS: Lifeguards, Ride Attendants, Food Service Staff, Gate Attendants, Parking Attendants, Supervisors. Tomahawk Lake Waterpark, Byram Township, N.J. Call 201-398-7777 or 201-478-7490.

Part-time office clerk/usher needed for post-secondary trade school in Nutley. 20 hours/week Mon-Thurs. 3:30-7:30 and Saturday a.m. 9-1 6:30 hr. Call Betty Coughlin 661-0600 for immediate interview.

ROOMS

Charming rooms for rent for Female students Doubles or singles at reasonable rates Walk to campus Across the street from MSC Available now or for Spring, Summer or full year Call 778-1504.

Female roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom apt. in Clifton. Available 3/1. 772-3376.

CHILDCARE

Responsible female student wanted to care for boy (3 yrs) and girl (1 yr) Thursdays 12:30-7:30 p.m. beginning 3/10. Experience and own car a plus. 509-8984.

Fun-loving, attentive mother’s helper, non-smoker \ Flexible afternoon hours Monday-Friday Call 783-3649

Student who enjoys children to care for 5 year old in our Upper Montclair home Saturdays 9 a.m. -1:00 p.m. Occasional Tuesdays and Thursdays 3:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. References required, own car preferred. Call 783-3908.

Swimming

from page 20

“I want to make the top eight this year,” said Arnold, who was an All-American for MSC last year.

Head coach Brian McLaughlin was enthused about his team’s showing at the Mets. “I felt confident that Blomn and Arnold would qualify, but they both exceeded my expectations,” said McLaughlin, who is in his fifth year as coach.

Even though the Red Hawks were impressive at the Mets, there was a downside for them.

Junior Paulo Madeira, a team co-captain who was a favorite to make the NCAA meet, was injured just prior to the Mets when he slipped on a patch of ice and tore ligaments in a finger. The injury will require surgery and Madeira will not return to action until next year.

“We were sorry that Paulo couldn’t compete with us at the Mets,” said Arnold. “We were thinking about him.”

Sophomore diver Charlie Brucoliere finished ninth in the three-meter competition for MSC.

Blomn and Arnold will compete in the NCAs from March 17-19 at Williams College in Massachusetts.
Red Hawks deserve NCAA berth no matter what happens

Opinions vary. Answers depend upon who you talk to.

Will MSC receive an at large bid in the NCAA tournament or do they absolutely have to win the NJAC tournament, which begins tonight with an away game against Richard Stockton College in Pomona, to get into the big tournament?

Without question, the Red Hawks should receive a bid in the NCAA's 40-region, 64-team field of the Division II tournament no matter what happens.

Several factors make this decision a no-brainer.

Nick Del Tufo's squad plays in one of the top three conferences in Division II. The Red Hawks are currently the fifth-ranked team in the Mid-Atlantic region.

There are eight regions, consisting of six teams each. That's 48 teams competing for only 40 spots. That means that theoretically eight teams that are were nationally ranked at season's end will not get a crack at the national championship.

That is also assuming that no team that is not regionally ranked will win its conference tournament (the conference tournament winners earn automatic bids to the big dance).

MSC has lost only six games this season. Two of the losses were to Rowan College (22-1, 16-1 NJAC), the top-ranked team in the Mid-Atlantic region and regular season conference champions, which has won 20 consecutive games.

Two of the losses were to Richard Stockton (19-5, 14-4 NJAC), the second ranked team in the Mid-Atlantic region and conference runner-up.

The other two losses were to Kean College and Milligan College, a Division II NAIA school.

Thus, the only loss that could be perceived as a "bad loss" is the one to Kean. And that one is really far from bad. The Cougars (12-11, 8-9 NJAC) are a top-notch Division III program that happened to have a mediocre year.

MSC should not be punished for that. The Red Hawks also beat Kean this season.

If MSC happens to walk away with the NJAC title, all of this analysis is obviously irrelevant. And winning the whole thing isn't a pipe dream, as some observers would have you believe.

The Red Hawks are going into tonight's contest riding a six-game winning streak and have looked better than they have all season over that stretch.

That should carry over into the tournament, making this year's Red Hawks players the first in ten years to play in a game in March that wasn't during open gym at Panzer.

Calling the shots....

When this column went to print just prior to the NBA trading deadline, Derrick Coleman was still a Net. Before reading further, that should be remembered. Another thing that should be remembered is that Kenny Anderson is New Jersey's franchise player, not Coleman. Now, let's get on with it.

Someone who's supposedly worth $90 million over nine years or even $69 million over eight years should be a team's main attraction. Coleman is not. Game after game, The Meadowlands Arena is usually about half-full, maybe a little bit more. There are exceptions (i.e. when the Nets play the Knicks, the Bulls, the Suns, the Magic, the Hornets, etc.). Part of that has to do with Coleman. He doesn't exactly have a positive image. Granted, he's not obligated to being nice to everyone. But that's part of the package.

Being one of the Top Ten talents in the game just isn't enough to warrant that kind of contract. He's got to put some fannies in the seats. He's got to be willing to be a spokesman that promotes the Nets organization. He's got to be willing and able to play the role of a franchise player. DC might just have to accept a five-year, $35 million deal that the Nets have offered. Poor guy.....Have a nice week.

Women's basketball, from page 21

MSC will find out whether or not it will be invited to the ECAC tournament on Monday. Again MSC will rely on Ramapo for help.

If the Roadrunners win the NJAC tournament, which is unlikely considering the strength of Rowan and William Paterson, they would get an automatic bid in the NCAA tournament. Thus, a spot in the ECACs would open up.

MSC is not assured that spot, of course. But there is a good shot that the Red Hawks would draw strong consideration for it. They've played a tough non-conference schedule and play in strong conference.

The close games MSC lost in the conference and the inconsistency that plagued the team this year could hinder the chances of a bid.

RED HAWK NOTES....Stair finished the season as the No. 3 scorer at the NJAC at 19 point per game....Sophomore center Kim Kovar was fourth in rebounding with 11 per game....Villalta was tops in assists with 6.4 per game and second in steals with 5.4 per game.

MSC-69
Villalata 3-(0)-13-19, McWilliams 4-(0)-0-8, Stair 5-(0)-10-20, Bertios 2-(0)-0-4, Kovar 1-(0)-0-2, Klinkert 2-(0)-2-6, McGowan 2-(0)-2-6, Perez 2-(0)-0-4, Totals 21-(0)-27-69.

Jersey City State-53
Gonzalez 1-(0)-2-4, Hynson 5-(4)-0-14, Iakoviz 2-(0)-0-4, Thomas 0-(0)-0-2, Jefferson 3-(0)-5-11, Acosta 0-(0)-0-0, Amsarro 0-(0)-0-0, Casey 0-(0)-0-0, O. Jackson 0-(0)-0-0, J. Jackson 1-(0)-0-2, Mitchell 4-(0)-2-10, DiMarco 0-(0)-0-0, Vance 3-(0)-0-6, Tots 19-(4)-11-53.

Records: MSC (12-11), Jersey City State (16-14).

MSC Sports Schedule

Thursday, February 24:
Men's basketball (away) vs. Richard Stockton College in the first round of the NJAC tournament, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 26:
Men's basketball (TBA) vs. the winner of Rowan College-Jersey City State College, 7:30 p.m.; MSC must win against Stockton to reach this round. If MSC plays Rowan, this game will be away and if MSC plays Jersey City State, this game will be at home.

Thursday, March 3:
Wrestling (away) in the NCAA Championships at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, TBA (through Saturday).

*All home men's and women's basketball games and wrestling matches take place at Panzer Gymnasium.
Two swimmers shine at Metropolitan Meet (Plumstead, p. 20) • Five wrestlers qualify for NCAAs (p. 21)

MSC will play Richard Stockton in the NJAC tourney tonight (Falzarano, pp. 20 & 22; Pressbox-Idec, p. 23)

Women's basketball still has slim chance (Idec, p. 21) • MSC Sports Schedule (p. 23) • In The Bleachers (p. 23)